True Crime: The Worlds Weirdest And Most Vicious Killers Of All Time: True Crime Stories Of The Sick Minded Killers (Serial Killers True Crime Book 2)
How would a mother feel if her young son became a victim of a notorious serial killer who had already killed more than a hundred boys? Luis Alfredo Garavito raped and killed 140 youngsters in Colombia-- each of these murders was verified, but they suspected there were more. He did the crimes alone, and for many years, he had escaped the law. How did the police capture "The Beast"? Would it drive you out of your mind if you claimed that you were wrongfully accused and yet, you spent more than 6 decades in prison?

William George Heirens was known as the Lipstick Killer, but apparently, his incarceration was filled with controversies. Did the police just use the 17 year old as their legal scape goat, or was he truly guilty? To what extent can paranoid schizophrenia ruin a young man's mind? Herbert Mullin grew up in a loving family-- he was well-educated, a gentleman, and a doe-eyed, soft-spoken young man, but he killed 13 people and claimed that he did it because he wanted to save California from an impending earthquake. Was his schizophrenia real, or was it just an escape route? Find out about all these and more when we comprehensively discuss three cases of gruesome killers...Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn...

- True Crime – What Happens in a Killers Mind to make it 'Change'?
- True Crime – Three Bodies and a 17 Year Old
- True Crime – In Herbert’s World
- True Crime – Luis and the Young Boys of Columbia
- True Crime – A Look into the Psyche of a Serial Killer

Much, much more!>>> Download this book today!
The different stories of these coldblooded killers kept me reading from page to page. Psychologically these people were screwed up. The majority because of tragic childhoods. I myself, didn’t have a very good childhood. The difference is, I didn’t become a murderer. In fact, a lot of people didn’t have great childhoods and they didn’t become killers. Very interesting to me.

This book kept me interested till the end of the story on how this serial killers kill their innocent victims and what are their stories why they became serial killers and how they got caught. I am so shocked by each revelation of this book how these killers killed if they felt remorse how they felt, but most of them, as I realize while reading this book, it is their satisfaction to kill their victims. This was a great book. And this book will awaken your awareness to be more careful everyday and everywhere maybe you might end up a victim to some serial killers that still lived and still looking for victims. This book is very informative. It is worth to recommend.

I read a lot of true crime stories. This is one of the best books I’ve read. It goes into detail of the crime, the motive, the consequences and the aftermath of the crimes committed. I love reading true crime novels so I was very excited when I came across this book. It was a really quick book to read and it made me want to investigate the crimes more fully.

This book is really an eye opener to some real/true crimes that were committed by individuals and the reasons behind them and on the other hand it offers a good knowledge to the readers on steps to take to be careful and signs and signals to watch for when we feel disturbed or in danger. I have greatly learned from this book and I am glad.

This book is very fascinating. I am no therapist however, yet clearly this people had issues and possibly they made him act along these lines. I would prescribe this book exceedingly to those aficionados of genuine wrongdoing. I delighted in understanding this book and found the data
fascinating. Very much Recommended

Reading these short but based on true life crime scenes gave me goosebumps. This book has a very interesting collection of short yet very powerful, deadliest, weirdest and most frightful murder and crime stories that have taken place in this world.

This short book was really intriguing. I was really stock out of this story. Think the author has a lot of knowledge on the subject matter, and presented the info in a very interesting, captivating, and creepy way! If like reading book like this, then this book is for you. You will not regret it.

I, too, love these kinds of stories, just to find out, what's in their minds.... that causes their minds to crack!! I found it very interesting!!
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